Sensation-seeking: electrodermal and behavioral effects of stimulus content and intensity.
Although a number of studies support an arousal theory interpretation of differential sensation-seeking behavior, the conditions under which arousal correlates of this personality dimension are manifest is as yet unclear. Both theory and research suggest that among the external factors affecting the differential arousal response are stimulus relevance and stimulus intensity. The present study assessed the impact of these factors on both psychophysiological and behavioral responses. Subjects were preselected to represent the extremes of the sensation-seeking dimension, then exposed to auditory and visual presentations of a series of sexual and aggressive stimuli of systematically varied intensity. High sensation seekers gave larger amplitude SCRs to violent stimuli and larger initial responses to sexual stimuli presented visually, while verbal response intensities showed an opposite pattern. Overall, results provided support for an arousal theory interpretation of sensation-seeking, but suggested that the probability and magnitude of group differences is a somewhat complex function of stimulus intensity, stimulus modality, and perhaps other factors not yet assessed.